promote NASA STEM engagement; strengthen City of Orlando participants’ support system (families and informal education); and promote a more diverse future NASA STEM workforce. In addition to weekly programming that will inspire confidence and interest in STEM, the EDC program offers the community a new engineering design challenge that will be scaled in Year 3 nationwide. Applying a holistic approach to STEM engagement, EDC will encourage family engagement through Family Science Nights, and innovative STEM professional training for City of Orlando’s informal educators to bolster confidence in STEM facilitation.

List of Partners:

- Kennedy Space Center
- City of Orlando - Grand Avenue Neighborhood Center

The material contained in this document is based upon work supported by a NASA grant or cooperative agreement award #80NSSC22M0101, under the Teams Engaging Affiliated Museums and Informal Institutions (TEAM II) activity of NASA’s Next Gen STEM Project.

Explore TEAM II Products
https://www.nasa.gov/learning-resources/search/

www.nasa.gov